
Furniture Insets, Inlays & Accents: 

For this I typically use wooden furniture - if needed I use a router tool to make a channel if that's what is 

desired. Super White Apoxie and black colors are my favorite to use but I can really use any color, tiles, 

or whatever you want to embellish with. Use press molds to make custom knobs, or ornamental accents 

with the Apoxie Sculpt, you can use this technique on any wood piece of furniture. For this project we 

will be using a kitchen cabinet door.  

* Pick a door & tiles to fit as desired. 

* Paint or Stain your door as desired before you begin. 

 

1. Trim off & or fully remove the tiles from the backer they came on. 

2. Test fit the tiles and take a picture of mark your work  

3. Carefully rough up only the area you are going to apply the tiles to give it a little tooth. (you want to 

be sure the tiles cover your roughed up spots.  (sand paper, tiny drill holes (not all the way through), 

screw driver - anything to gouge the door a little will work.)I prefer a hand drill. 

4. Tape your edges and any area you don't want to clean off later.  

5. Ready to mix Apoxie Sculpt?! Okay Lets do this! Wearing gloves, Mix & Knead Apoxie® Sculpt for 2 

minutes until color is uniform and it feels a little warm in your hand. (this is your signal for Apoxie 

activation!) 

6. Apply the Apoxie Sculpt to your door where you want the tiles to lay.  

7. Start laying your tiles by placing and pushing, in-between each addition roll a little tootsie roll of 

Apoxie Sculpt to separate your tiles however thick or thin you like just be sure to fill the space.  

8. Now that all your tiles are laid be sure they are level and adjust as needed with the Apoxie Sculpt in-

between and under them. Time to remove the excess Apoxie Sculpt before it cures. A plastic scraper 

works great for this - get it wet and scrap over the tiles discarding the scraps to the side (hang on to 

them in case you need to fill a spot!)  

9. Using a damp wet rag rub over the tiles and Apoxie Sculpt to clean them and smooth the grout. Use 

some Aves Safety Solvent to finish off the tiles to fully clean them. a dental tool or wood tool  works well 

for removing Apoxie from tiles or creating an edge in the Apoxie.  

10. Remove the tape before the product cures and again wipe up any Apoxie Sculpt that you don't want 

to stay on the piece.  

Let your project sit for 24 hours to fully cure.  



Supply List: 
Cabinet door 

Tiles   www.tileshop.com 

Disposable mixing gloves 

plastic scraper 

Paper Towels 

Old clean wash cloth 

Dental tool, wood tool 

low tack blue tape 

Super White Apoxie Sculpt,       www.apoxie.com 

Aves Safety Solvent,     www.apoxie.com 

 

 

 

 


